Matheson

Products:
- industrial gases
- fuel gases
- specialty gases

Purchasing Method:
PantherExpress System - Hosted Catalog

You may browse this supplier's website, but only place orders through the PantherExpress System.

Supplier Contact:

Natalie J. Wilkinson
(724)-858-7331
NWilkinson@mathesongas.com
Outside Sales Representative

Bryce Kampe
(412) 863-1658
Bkampe@mathesongas.com
Inside Sales Representative

Jim Steffey
(412) 327-6721
Jsteffey@mathesongas.com
Sales Team Support

University of Pittsburgh

Procurement Specialist:
Cole Kurtz
412-624-6079
Ckurtz@cfo.pitt.edu

Commodity Categories:
Gases

Programs and Designations:
☑ Sustainability Program